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Editorial musings

Well, summer is here, and so far June has 
been pretty much a washout. Luckily May was 
pretty good and Clive’s scramble meet was 
good fun up in the lakes where excellent 
weather was enjoyed by all. 

I hope you will enjoy our latest offering, which 
includes articles by Tony Clarke and Peter 
Machin, along with a report of the climbing 
competition from Tamara Cooke

Another chance to exercise your grey matter 
with Clive’s Conundrums -(no cheating- 
answers provided later)!

Our treasurer, Miles Goff, sent in an account 
of his Himalayan travels  back in the day and 
there is also a historic ascent of Tryfan from 
1972 by the local rag reporter, courtesy of  
Alan Bland, a new , old member rediscovering 
the PMC after a break.
Don’t forget to partake of the delights of our 
regular cottage meets in north wales where 
company is bound to be convivial even if the 
weather isn’t! Check the events page for 
details



We wait for 
it every year 
and every 
year it never 
disappoints! 
The annual 
bouldering 
competition 
at 
Peterborough 
Climbing Wall 
is a well loved 
local event 
drawing in 
keen climbers 
looking for a 
fun day to 
test their 
training on 
interesting 
boulders.  

We waited on the steps eyeing up the problems on offer as 
Clive gave the safety talk and explained the rules. This year 
the competition had a special addition. 10 problems had 
been set for children to compete which was a lovely idea and 
meant that some climbers could also bring their little ones 
along for the opportunity to compete together.  

As usual it was a rush onto the mats to figure out which 
problems to have a go on first. Where were the warms ups 
and which holds would cause the most suffering? Save the 



worst for last though at your peril as there will be no skin left 
and forearms will be totally pumped out.  

The climbing competition strategy I would say is harder than 
playing chess; try to beat the blocs too early and they will 
happily kick you off the wall when you think you're down, but 
take it steady with some opportunist manoeuvring onto the 
trickier climbs in between the 4's and you might just have 
enough grit to try all of the routes. That's properly try all the 
routes, of course you can 'try' and just pull on to come off if 
you wish. 

Favourite climbs of the day had to be the blue and yellow on 
the arête, where I actually missed a hold completely out 
meaning I did not complete this on the day. The pink running 
along the crack on the right hand side of the wall got a flash 
but a very desperate one at that, very happy to tick that one 
off. 

The crimpy black under the balcony with a bold move for the 
last hold made me feel supremely brave and gave my psyche 
a boost for the rest of the comp. Lastly the three blues on 
the right hand side of the wall. Three lovely problems at a 
good grade that lots of you should have been able to have a 
go at.  

What were your favourites on the day? If you want to share 
your photos and comments from the comp head over to the 
Facebook page: www.facebook.com/PeterboroughWall 

A big thank you to Clive Osborne for organising the event, to 
the route setters for some fantastic problems and to Trail 



magazine for the prizes which included a rucksack, self-
inflating sleeping mat, ski trousers, flasks, walking poles. 
numerous books, gaiters, T shirts, and of course, Trail 
magazines.. See you all again next year! 

Tamara Cooke 

Results of the Bouldering Competion:-
 
Youth 1    Keris Moore—87 points   
Veteran 1 Simon Perkins—106 points    2 Keith Smith—62 
points    
Ladies 1 Tamara Cooke—212 points    2 Lydie Howell—12 
points.              
Open 1    Tom Evans—267 points    2 Sam Pond—251 
points    3 Stephen Darby—224 points    
Novice 1 Steve Wheatley—52 points    2 Ben Green—24 
points.    
Children<12  1 Tim Osborne—70 points.
 
 

 Hot off the press 

As many of you know, the future of the present climbing wall is 
in doubt, due to possible lease termination by the town club. 
This is still as yet undecided.  There may be a glimmer of hope 
on the horizon though, as word is, there is likely to be a new 
wall being built locally at another location. PMC is currently 
involved in exploratory discussions with another organisation 
with a view to actively assist in this venture. Nothing yet 
decided, but this could be an exciting new possibility to 
guarantee the climbing wall’s future. Watch this space!! 



Lakes scramble meet - May 2016 
So, heading off up the A1 on friday evening, minus Isaac who 
had cried off at the last minute due to a back injury, I wondered 
what delights our intrepid president had in store for us. the 
weekend weather promised to be excellent according to 
weather pro and I was looking forward to some fun.

Arriving at Clives Gaff as the sun was going down, revealing 
the splendour of the lakes, after a belly filling interlude at a 
local hostelry, Aaron and myself were soon joined by Messrs 

Osbourne, Clarke, 
Rowbothham, Smith 
(Jeff), Smith (Ryan), and 
Harwood to make up a 
respectable number of 
bods ready to assault the 
finery of the lakes on the 
morrow.

The Saturday dawned as 
promised with bright 
sunshine and Jeff, Ryan 
and Ben set off to 
investigate some of the 
lakes classic climbs, 
while the rest of us set off 
for Clive’s promised 
delights of sour milk gill, 
Seathwaite slabs and 
Rabbits trod on 
Gillicombe buttress.  The 
spell of dry weather 
meant that sour milk gill 



was a mere trickle 
compared to its usual state 
of flow, meaning the usually 
wet bits were dry and 
provided an excellent route 
up beside the tumbling 
waters. 

All too soon it was over, 
and we approached the 
next section, Seathwaite 
slabs, a short section that 
soon gave way to the moor 
above , from where we 
could see the ominous bulk 
of Gillicome buttress.
Having heard Clive’s horror 
story of his exploratory 
expedition, in the wet, it was with a certain amount of 
trepidation that I approached our rendezvous with the beast, 
however in the dry weather it was eminently enjoyable, and 
having taking the precaution of roping up in case of mishaps 
proved to be a very enjoyable route with some nice exposure, 

particularly on the last awkward crux  
step before the finish. Our heroic 
president deserves a medal for 
attempting it solo in the wet, either that 
or committal in the nearest asylum!   
After enjoying a well deserved lunch in 
the sunshine, we  ambled across to 
green cable before taking the high 
level route descending off the 
adjoining spur.  Adjourning to the pub 
a swift pint rounded off a great day.



Later, after publishing a couple of pictures on a well known 
social media site, I received a message from a couple of 
friends who I had met the previous summer while on a trip to 
Canada.  As they also happened to be in the lakes that 
weekend, I arranged to meet up with them the next day.  
Sunday again dawned bright and clear, so, parting company 
with  the rest of our party,  (more on that later), Aaron and 

myself headed off up  
Borrowdale and our 
planned rendezvous at 
styhead as Ros and 
Dave were coming up 
from the wasdale 
direction. Stopping off 
for a short Faff with 
camera gear we 
arrived bang on time  
to find them waiting  
for us to arrive.

A quick discussion over a 
cuppa from the flask, 
resulted in us deciding on a 
circumnavigation of great 
gable on the climbers path, 
an excellent route previously 
unknown to me, and a long 
awaited opportunity to 
“thread the needle”.  
Accordingly we soon set off 
following a narrow scrambly 
path that circumnavigated 
the peak above us. Leaving 
the path, a short steep climb 
led us to napes needle and a 



quick short scramble, through the gap between it and the main 
body of the hill. Mission accomplished!

Back down a steep scree slope to rejoin the path and onwards 
for a delightful lunch break, where Alfie (the dog) spent a 

happy half hour begging for unfinished sandwiches and 
anything else remotely edible.  Onwards the path beckoned , 
before leaving the col, we endured a short though steep climb 
to bag the summit before returning to sty head and a parting of 
the ways, as Ros and Dave headed back to wasdale, while 
Aaron and myself sped back to Seathwaite, somewhat later 
than intended, for the long drive home., enjoying tired muscles 
and memories of a splendid day out. 

Andy Dann 



 

Meanwhile……….
I seem to recall stirring briefly around 6am, but was then 
suddenly aware of voices and people moving throughout the 
house. It was now almost 8.30, and I was the last to wake! 
Yesterday had been a wonderful day in Borrowdale with Clive, 
Myles, Andy and Aarron. Three linked scrambles, totalling 
nearly 1800ft, 
followed by a 
high level 
circuit around 
the impressive 
hanging valley 
of Gillercombe, 
striding over 
four 2000+ft 
summits…all in 
glorious May 
sunshine. 
What's not to 
like, as they 
say?

Today, however, was going to be a bit more vertical. The plan 
being to drive a few miles south of the Lakes House to Castle 
Rock of Triermain, and attempt a few climbs on it's sunny, 
southern aspect, well away from the dangerously unstable 
Overhanging Bastion and the more extreme routes on the 
north side.
I was soon down in the kitchen, making tea and porridge, and 
apologising to Clive for my lie in! Ben, Jeff and Myles departed 
for the crag, and by the time we arrived Jeff was already 
getting to grips impressively with Yew Tree Climb (VD). I 
should perhaps mention at this point that although I've climbed 
indoors (on and off) for a number of years, and done a bit of 



 

top-roping outdoors, I'd never seconded (let alone led) 
anything outside. More of a hillwalker/scrambler, I'd always 
fancied having a go at climbing outdoors…just never got round 
to doing anything about it, until now.
So, after a bit of a discussion on the line of our first route, Clive 
and I set off on Gangway Climb…which turns out to be Slab 
Climb (S)…(sorry Clive, you were right all along!) The 25m 
route is split into two pitches (well, three including the easy 
angled slab near the top) and Clive was soon safely belayed 
around a tree, nearly half way up. 'Okay, climb when ready!'…
and it was my turn to follow. Well, I can honestly say I loved it! 
The rough rhyolite offered reassuring friction, and there were 
some nice undercut hand-holds to boost confidence. A bit of 
shuffling around at the stance and Clive was off again, 
carefully placing protection where possible, and making it all 
appear quite straight-forward. I felt quite in control myself 
actually, moving up nicely and removing runners, until I 
reached a position just below the second belay, where the slab 
suddenly reared up into a short steep wall. Any previous 
'style' (ha ha) was soon lost, but a few untidy (tbh…slightly 
desperate) moves saw me up. It felt great to climb the last 
easy slab and receive a welcoming handshake and 
congratulations from Clive.

Next it was our turn to try Yew Tree Climb. Longer at 38m, 
again we belayed off a tree (the Yew, unsurprisingly) and even 
seconding there were several instances where it took me 
some time to figure out a reasonably smooth sequence of 
moves. I was grateful of my 'sticky' climbing shoes, but learnt 
later that Myles had dealt with all three routes in 'big boots'…
(respect!)
A break for some lunch allowed us to admire the view over 
Thirlmere, and north across St John's in the Vale to Skiddaw 
and Blencathra. The busy A591 below had been re-open for 
less than a week, following the severe damage inflicted by last 



 

winter's devastating 
floods.
After lunch, Gangway 
Climb (VD) beckoned. It 
felt really satisfying 
climbing around and on to 
the rib leading up to the 
first belay, but an awkward 
start up the slanting left-
hand 'gangway' left me full 
of admiration for Clive's 
lead. I got into a nice 
rhythm after that though, 
and finished up wishing it 
wouldn't end! I was 
beginning to understand 
what Ben had said to me 
earlier at the house…'at 
its best, it feels like vertical 
walking'.

It had been a few weeks prior to this when I'd first met up with 
Clive again at the Wall, and he'd suggested I come along as a 
guest on the May Scrambling Meet. As the weekend drew 
closer I began to grow a little apprehensive, as not knowing 
any of the other PMC members I really hoped I would 'fit-in', so 
to speak. Of course, I needn't have worried. Everyone involved 
was incredibly welcoming and friendly…a sincere 'thank you' 
to you all.
Will I be back for more? Well, I've sent off my club application, 
and providing I can persuade Mrs C to sign my pass…just try 
and stop me! :)

Tony Clarke
June 2016 



 

Wales in August. 
(2015)- Peter Machin
I awoke to sunlight streaming through the window of the 
Barn. I noted the silence and began to wonder if I had 
overslept and that everybody had already left to play on the 
hills. As I checked the time, the silence was broken by a new 
born fart announcing its existence. It was 6.45 and I relaxed 
a little knowing that there was no rush. Then my bladder 
flagged a priority interrupt and I began a slightly urgent 
extraction from the top bunk and to the toilet. I was fresh 
from a 4 day trip to the Dales, so I was surprised that my legs 
managed to function normally.  

I looked through my new North Wales Scramble guide book 
for some ideas of what to do. The problem here being that 
there is so much to do in Snowdonia that we are spoiled for 
choice. The ridge of Y Gribbin caught my attention. No, not 
the Y Gribbin of Cwm Bochlwyd fame, but the Y Gribbin of 
Snowdon/Llewedd. This is often cited as a connoisseur’s 
scramble. I am not sure it qualifies for that definition, but 
the route is of high quality and you will most likely have it to 
yourself. It is described in Gary Smith’sNorth Wales Scrambles 
as; 

“A lovely little scramble in a magical setting, nestled 
in the centre of a landscape of copper green lakes and 

towering peaks.” 

I have done this scramble before many years ago with the 
eminent Mr Livesey, and it failed to impress me. It was on 



 

good rock with plenty of friction, but I felt at the time that it 
lacked the element of challenge that the other Snowdon 
ridges offer. On that occasion, we had used it as a fast, yet 
interesting way of getting onto Llewedd in time to watch the 
sun setting behind Snowdon. This was right at the start of Mr 
Livesey’s delve into Mountain Photography and the first of 
many magical mountain top sunsets and a long, dark walk 
down. 

I showed the description to David, and he was immediately 
sold on the idea. I neglected to tell him of my previous 
experience with the route. We found a parking space on the 
roadside parking near the Gwryd and set off on a fast ascent 
to Pen Y pass, and then along the Miners’ track. I grumbled 
openly about the amount of ‘3 peakers’ making their way 
down to the bus parked at the bottom that would drive them 
to the Lake District whilst they enjoy their cooked breakfast . 
The loud woman repeatedly shouting. “ woohoo, we smashed 
it” did not change my opinion of those who partake in these 
‘challenges’. 

We were surprised at how quickly we made progress to the 
outflow of Glaslyn, and the start of our scramble. We decided 
to complete the first bit of scrambling and establish 



 

ourselves on the ridge before stopping to enjoy a bite to eat 
and the scenery. From our vantage point, we could see a 
queue of 30 people waiting at the Crazy Pinnacles on Crib 
Goch’s main ridge, I pitied them. Crib Goch is a fine 
scramble, but its popularity at weekends takes away any 
enjoyment of it. It is best attempted mid-week during school 

term time, or late 
evening. After a few 
oat cakes and a good 
glug of water, we set 
out across our ridge 
and enjoyed a 
solitary crossing 
before seeking out 
some interesting 
scrambling lines, all 
on very fine rock 
with surprising 
friction; a lovely 
little scramble 
indeed.  

Our solitude was 
broken when we 
arrived at the main 
path at Bwlch y 

Saethau. We spent a 
few minutes deciding on our decent route. David wanted to 
visit Yr Wyddfa, the Snowdon summit, and then a decent of 
the Watkin path. I fancied the additional summit of Llewedd. 
We agreed to meet at Bwlch Ciliau and I ran on ahead to Yr 
Wyddfa. I did not visit the summit cairn as I have been up 
there at least twenty times before. I merely spent 20 seconds 
on the summit plateau to photo bomb somebody else’s 



 

summit photo before turning back the way I had come up. I 
paused to make a brief exchange of pleasantries with David 
as we passed each other before continuing down, and then 
up Llewedd. I found myself struggling to keep up with a fast 
moving German lady who had decided to complete the 
Snowdon Horseshoe. We spoke briefly on the summit and I 
suggested that she might also enjoy Tryfyn’s North Ridge. I 
took the map out to show her and embarrassingly dripped 
sweat all over it. 

I left Llewedd summit, returning the way I had gone up and I 
found David sitting on a rock at Bwlch Ciliau. We took the 
time to enjoy some food before speeding down the Watkin 
path to Nant Gwynant. At this point, we had a choice of 
walking up the road to The Gwryd where the car was parked, 
or we could take the footpath that runs behind Llyn 
Gwynant. Naturally, we opted for the footpath, however if 
you repeat our walk, I would advise that you take the road. 
6KM on a very poor, overgrown footpath at the end of the day 
can easily feel like 12KM. As for what I thought of Y Gribbin 
this time around? I thoroughly enjoyed it and recommend it 
to you. 

We arrived back at the cottage and set about getting the BBQ 
started. As the sausages sizzled, we learned of the antics of 
the other members’ present. Jack and his family had enjoyed 
a great day walking on Carnedd Llewellyn. Whereas Jeff had 
introduced some novice climbers to the joys of slate. He 
loves grubbing around in a grotty hole, and he is always keen 
to share the excitement and historic interest of the quarries 
with others. I made a note to re-visit the slate quarries 
sometime soon. As usual at our monthly hut meets, fun was 
had by all who attended. 



 

SNOWDON QUIZ 
You’ve climbed it but what do you know about it? 

1 What is the Welsh name of Snowdon’s highest peak, 
which means “The Great Tomb” in English? 

2 Why did Thomas Johnson make the first recorded 
ascent of Snowdon in 1639? 

3 Which village in Snowdonia was described in an 1881 
guidebook as the “Chamonix of Wales”? 

4 Where were the original engines made that were used 
on the Snowdon Mountain Railway? 

5 Name the Snowdon cliff that was the first in Britain to 
have a whole book devoted to it. (the Black Cliff) 

6 Refreshments were first sold at Snowdon summit by 
enterprising miner Morris Williams. When?   
1783?  1838?  1896? 

7 What does the Gladstone Rock on the southern flanks 
of Snowdon commemorate ?  

8  How did Joe Brown and his colleagues make use of 
the Snowdon Mountain Railway to descend from near 
the summit of Snowdon after their climbs on the 
mountain in the 1950’s?  

9  Which bird, not normally seen on mountains, is the 
most common bird seen on Snowdon? 

10 Name four of the six main paths up Snowdon. 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 QUIZ ANSWERS 

1 y Wyddfa Fawr (or just Y Wyddfa) 

2 To search for botanical specimens. 

3 Llanberis 

4 Switzerland 

5 Clogwyn du’r Arddu (Cloggy) 

6 1838 

7 A visit and oration at that spot by 83 year old Prime    
Minister William Gladstone in 1892. 

8 They slid down the line sitting on flat rocks placed on 
the central rack of the line with a foot on each outside rail 
for balance and braking. Try it on your next visit but make 
sure no trains are coming up or down and don’t leave your 
rock on the rack. 

9 Seagulls 

10 Llanberis Path, Miner’s Track, Pyg Track Rhyd Ddu 
Path, Snowdon Ranger Path, Watkin Path. 



 

Wedding Bells 
Three club members recently tied 
the marriage knot, 
Alastair Dann and Hannah Alban on 
June 4th at Stilton Church where 
the traditional ice axe salute was 
presented by several members 
present, 

and 

secondly 
Simon Perkins entered into 
matrimony in far the flung  climes 
of  Thailand on June 6th.

Our Best wishes  to them all.

Births 
A warm welcome to our newest club 
member, the latest addition to the 
Harwood clan, with the arrival of Cerys 
on 5th March. Congrats to Miles and Laura 



 Events Diary

July 16/17- North Wales improvers meet, 
                  Gefnan , Snowdonia

Aug 20/21 -Hut meet, Gefnan, Snowdonia

Sept 17/18 Hut meet Gefnan , Snowdonia

 Sept 25th, Club AGM  Town Club, Peterborough

Oct 1/2 Lakes Scramble meet 

Oct 15/16 Hut meet Gefnan,Snowdonia

Nov 19/20 Chilli Bash, Gefnan Snowdonia

Dec 17/18 Xmas meet, Gefnan, Snowdonia


